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This paper describes the asymptotic behavior of solutions of a class of semi- 
linear ultrahyperbolic equations with variable coefficients. One consequence of 
the general analysis is a uniqueness theorem for a mixed boundary-value 
problem. Another demonstrates unique continuation at infinity. These results 
extend previous work by M. H. Protter, [Asymptotic decay for ultrahyperbolic 
operators, in “Contributions to Analysis” (Lars Ahlfors et al., Eds.), Academic 
Press, New York, 19741, and A. C. Murray and M. M. Protter, [Indiana U. 
Math. J. 24 (1974), 115-l 301, on a more restricted class of equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a bounded domain in BP, m 3 2, and let I’ denote the exterior 
of the unit ball in W, it 3 2. Use 7 = / y 1 to denote the length of a vector y 
in W. For R > 1, the sets S(R) and r(R) are defined by 
S(R) = {y E I&!” : 7 = j y j = R), 
r(R) = {y E R” : 1 < / y I < R}. 
Let L be an ultrahyperbolic operator defined in D x I’ by 
where 
Au = (a&, Y) ucci)xj and Bu = b&, Y) uysve 
Repeated indices i, j are to be summed from 1 to m, while repeated indices k, 4 
(and later K, L) are to be summed from 1 to 71. 
The coefficient matrices [aij] and [bkce] are assumed to be positive definite 
and symmetric with Cl entries defined for (x, y) E D x l’Y Further, A is assumed 
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to be uniformly elliptic, thus there exist positive constants g and 8 such that 
for all (x, y) E D x r and all 5 E R”. Also, the coefficients of A are subject to 
the condition 
for some small constant A. 
The matrix [bke] is assumed to be close to the identity [Sk,] in the sense that 
kke(X, Y) = & + clee(x, Y), 
where the eke are small, slowly varying functions. Specifically, we assume that 
there are constants G?, X, 9, such that 
l(%Lk I < Xr-l, 
throughout D x I’. 
We shall consider solutions of the equation 
Lu = f (x, y, % VA V,u) (1.2) 
in the region D x r, where f is subject to a consistency condition 
f (6 y, 0, 070) = 0 
and a Lipschitz condition 
Ifbt Y> %P, 4) -f(%Y, U’PP’, !?‘)I <CO I 24 - 24’ I + 41 I P -P’ I ++, I q - Q’ I, 
where the $d , 0 < i < 2, are functions of y. Thus we can consider not only 
solutions of (1.2) but, more generally, solutions of the differential inequality 
I Lu I G c&Jo(Y) I 24 I + MY) I vzu I + 952(Y) I VP I. (1.3) 
Broadly put, our results say that if a nonzero solution of (1.3) vanishes on 
aD x I’, then it cannot decay arbitrarily fast as I y 1 -+ CO. The precise results 
can be stated as follows for a solution u of (1.3) which is C2 on D x r and 
vanishes on aD x I’. Assume that L satisfies Condition C, a technical hypothesis 
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(spelled out in Section 2) saying that the constants V, X, 3, and & are “small 
enough.” Introduce the “energy” 
If the C#Q are bounded in r, then 
(i) u cannot have bounded support in 1) x I’, unless I( 31 0; 
(ii) E(u, R) cannot decay faster than exp( -pR2) for all p, unless I( z 0; 
and 
(iii) there is an explicit lower bound of the form 
E(u, R) :G K exp(-pR2) E(u, I). 
More generally, suppose that & ..=- O(@) f or -4 < /3 < 00. Then the results 
(i), (ii), and (iii) remain valid when the function exp(--pR2) is replaced by 
exp( -PR~+~~). As a consequence, we have uniqueness for the mixed boundary- 
value problem 
Lu = f (x, y, 24, V,u, V,u) in D x r(R) 
with Dirichlct data given on hll x r(R) (1.4) 
and Cauchy data given on I) x S(R). 
Results of this type were obtained previously by Murray and Protter [3] 
and Protter [5] in the special case where [&,I is the identity matrix [S,]. The 
burden of this paper is to extend the estimate procedure of [3] to the case of 
variable bkc . 
Other authors have considered the uniqueness question for certain boundary- 
value problems for the special ultrahyperbolic equations 
(1.5) 
or 
(1.6) 
k-1 
In 143, Owens gives examples of bounded domains V such that a solution of 
(1.5) in li is determined by giving both its value on all of 8L’ and its normal 
derivative on an appropriate part of E I,‘. The domain considered in our problem 
(1.4) is not among those Owens discusses, nor is our boundary condition quite 
as severe as his. 
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In [I], Diaz and Young consider the Dirichlet and Neumann problems for 
(1.6) in a region D x P where D is a bounded domain in x-space and P is 
a bounded parallelepiped. Their conditions for uniqueness relate the dimensions 
of P to the eigenvalues of a related problem in D. 
In [2], Levine considered the abstract Cauchy problem for certain ordinary 
differential equations in Hilbert space. Our Eq. (1.2) can be interpreted in 
the terminology of [2] by taking r == 1 y 1 for an independent variable. In this 
framework, Levine’s results do not apply to the problem (1.4). However, they 
do apply to the analogous problem for x e D, r > R. 
Paper [3] contains a discussion of related work on the question of asymptotic 
behavior. 
The main results of this paper are established in Section 3 by means of a 
weighted energy inequality. This inequality is stated and proved as Theorem 1 
in Section 2. The proof of this theorem is quite technical, and one may prefer 
to omit it on first reading. 
2. A WEIGHTED ENERGY ESTIMATE 
We consider an operator L defined by (1.1) and h aving the properties described 
above. We assume that L satisfies 
CONDITION C. 
$ - %[4n + 2 + U] - 6Xn3/“(1 + U) >, 0, (Cl) 
1 - qn + fN2 - 1) - Xnsia 3 2, cc24 
2n29 < 4, CC,) 
1 - 5f - (1 + U){% I 2ci - 3 [ + 2v + naia%?j >, 2, Ga> 
% - (1 + V){nl&? + rl%? + n3/35i?X) > 0. W) 
These inequalities are not chosen to be “best possible,” but rather to fit naturally 
into the estimates that will arise. These hypotheses are expressed in terms of 
the dimensions m and 12, the moduli of ellipticity of A, and a parameter 01 which 
will permit us to handle a variety of growth properties for the #Q in (1.3). 
For convenient reference, let %! denote the class of functions u = U(X, y) 
which are C2 in D x r, Cl on the closure of D x r, and zero on (aD) x r. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose IA E a, L satisfies Condition C, and 01 > 1. Then there 
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are computable positive constants ki , 0 < i < 3, such that for all 
large A 
s I-(R) 
r3-+-ne2aT2 I/ Lu II2 dy + ko(hcL)3 R20-1e2ARnE(u, R) 
3 kl(hor)3 lrCRj r2u-n-1e2Ar” 11 u II2 dy 
+ Ma f 
r(R) 
rl--ne2a+{l[ V,U [I2 + 11 V,u 11”) dy 
+ k3e2AE(u, 1). 
su&if?ntly 
(2.1) 
The ki are independent of u; the necessary size of h depends on the behavior of u 
on D x S(1). 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the weighted energy estimate 
(2.1) for a function u in @. For parameters A > n and a: > 1, we introduce 
the auxiliary function 
w(x, y) = u(x, Y) exp(W). 
Then computation shows that 
eAr”Lu = Aw - Bw + 2har”-2ykb,Cw,E 
- Xorr&-4{(ALuTa - 01 + 2)y,b,,y! - S,,b,,r2}w. 
For brevity let 4 denote the quantity 
(2.2) 
q = (h0lP - 01 + 2) YJwt - &Jw2- 
By squarring (2.2) and dropping a positive term on the right, we can obtain 
the initial inequality 
e2/\+ 1 Lu I2 2 4@~)~ r2ti4( yrcb,ew,L)2 
+ 2(2holr”-2y,b,dwyc)(Aw - Bw - AorraAqw). 
Once multiplied through by r3-ol-n, (2.3) yields 
(2.3) 
r3-a-ne2h+ 1Lu I2 > 4(X0r)~ rN-1-n(y,bRcwyc)2 
- 4holr1-ny,b,Lw,Bw 
+ 4Xovl-“y,b,dw,Aw 
- 4(h~x)~ r”-3-nqykbktwylw. 
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We integrate this over D x r(R) and let Ti denote the ith term on the right side 
of the result. Thus 
s r3-a-ne2Aru s 1 Lu I2 dx dy 3 Tl + T, + T, + T4, (2.4) l-(R) D 
where 
Tl = 4(32 jr,,, ~--l-~ jD I ydkew2/e I2 dx dy, 
T2 = --2h jD 2 jr(R)~l-n~~b~t~ytb~~~yyyL dy dx, 
T3 =2xa s, 2 s,(,, rl-nylcb~dwy(aijw,j)si 4 dx, 
and 
Ta = --2(X01)~ jD 2 j~(R,I~-3-n~y~bktWwyt dy dx. 
The next task is to obtain useful estimates of the Ti by careful exploitation 
of the hypotheses on [ad and [bkC]. These estimates and their proofs appear 
in the next three lemma. For any smooth w = ZI(X, y) it will be convenient 
to use jj v 112 to denote the integral of j ZI(X, y)l” over domain D in x-space. Let 
v = (vl )..., v,) denote the outer unit normal on the boundary of r(R). The 
expression da refers to the usual (n - 1) measure on hypersurfaces in [w”. 
LEMMA 1. 
T 1 + T, ,, -2hct 
IS D W(R) 
+“{~(Y&Q) wuyK - (w,kb,ew,e) YK) bKLvL da dx 
+ hff s,(R) 
Gn 11 V,w II2 dy. (2.5), 
Proof. We first study T2 alone. Its integrand is 
4(x, Y) = -2y1-ny,b,ewyebK,w,,L . 
In order to integrate 92(x, y) over D x r(R) by means of the divergence theorem, 
we use the identity 
4(x, Y> = -PWylcbtew1/C) wwK - (w&e,> YK) bd,L 
- 2(” - 1) r-1-n(y,b,dwye)2 
+ yl-‘% - 1) y-2bdwe) - &bd(wt,Kb,ax,L) 
+ 2+-” f (b,,w,,)2 
R=l 
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The first term is a divergence: call it r. The second term is negative, but it 
cm be dominated by Tl . The next two terms can be estimated fairly directly 
since 
and 
{(n - 1) r-2y,b,eyf - S,,b,,} > (?z - l)(l - 9?) - n - nl&?, 
@%,bKLW,) 3 (1 - g)l v,w 12, 
c (bkP?J = I VP I2 + 2%,Gd%~ + c (ckewY[)2 z (1 - 2Vl VP 12. 
k k 
In the last term of Y2 , Cauchy-Schwarz estimates yield 
Y2(x,y) 3 7 - 2(?2 - 1) r-i-“(y&wzlc)’ 
+ rl-n(l - %‘(4n + 2 + U) - ~#?6n~/~(l + 9?)}I V,w 12. 
BY applying (Cl), we get 
y&x, y) > c? + +j +n 1 v,w I2 - 2(n - 1) +n(y,b,&,{). (2.6) 
By integrating (2.6) over D x r(R) and then applying the divergence theorem, 
we get 
T2 > -2ha 
I s W(R) D 
+n~2(Y,br&/e) w,IK - (wJwQ YKI ba.vL dx do 
+ ha I(,, jD en I V,w I2 dx dy 
- 4(fi - 1) h jr,,, jD +-“(Yd’,e%e)2 dx 4. 
To finish the proof of Lemma 1 from this point it suffices to recall that h > n 
anda > 1, so 
T,-4(n- l)Xor/ 
Z-(R) 
~.--l-~ I/ Ykb,ew~e Ii2 dt b 0. 
LEMMA 2. 
T3 > -2X01 
IS D al-(R) 
rl-nykb,cvewziaijw,j da dx 
+ da Jr(R) 
rl--n 11 V,w \j 2 dy 
- 2ho13n2 jrtR) rlpn I/ V,zu (I2 dy. (2.7) 
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The last term on the right side of (2.7) can be dominated by the last term 
on the right of (2.5) by invoking the condition 
2n28 < f. CC,) 
It should also be remarked that if the b,! are independent of X, then 9 -ZZ 0 
and the conditions are needed only on V, X, .&I. 
Proof. We consider the integrand in T3 , namely 
93(x,y) = 2r1-nyny,b,p,Aw. 
Preparing to use the divergence theorem, we find that 
Before integrating, notice that wV{ = 0 on (3D) x R”, since w = u exp(hr”) = 0 
for x E 3D. After integrating and making the natural estimates, we get 
3 -2x&! 
.c s ar(R) D 
rl-ny’kbaev~wz,aiiw.i dx da 
+ 2haYJ rl-n // v,w ii" dy 
I-(R) 
- 2XorYn2 
s r(R) en II V,w 11’ dy, (2.8) 
where 9 stands for the quantity 
9 = (1 - U(fr + n112 - 1) - .Xn”lQ - L?mii2 - ~&%2(1 + U). 
Clearly the hypotheses (C,a) and (C,b) are chosen to give the result Y > $_a. 
So the estimate (2.7) follows from (2.8). 
LEMMA 3. There is a constant A, = &(a, n), independent of V and S, 
such that if h > A, , then 
T4 3 --2(X~r)~ j r”-3-nqykb,Cvt /I w /I2 da 
aI- 
+ 6(~a)~ jr,, +-1--n II wII2 dy. (2.9) 
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Proof. After integrating by parts, one can re-express T4 as 
The derivation of (2.9) from (2.10) re q uires a very delicate estimate of the 
divergence term 
J = vv”d Y7cb& . 
Computation yields 
By (C,) we have %7 < 1. Since h > n and 01 > 1, it follows that in D x r 
q 3 Y2((hcv” - a + 2)(1 - U) - (n + nl’W)} z 1 - V(n + n1’2 + 1). 
Thus (C,) is sufficient to keep q > 0. After expanding the quantity ykb,e(r~-3q)gt , 
and grouping its terms according to the powers of r, one can obtain an estimate 
of the form 
where Qr and Q2 are algebraic expressions in 01, n, V, and X. Assumption 
(C,a) makes Qr 3 2, and thus 
ykb,&a-3q)ye 3 Q hav2”-l - ye--IQ2 . 
Either (C,) or (C,a) allows Q2 to be bounded above in terms of n and 01 alone. 
Take h, so large that +A,, > Q2 . Then for X > &, 
and 
J > g Xci~~~-~--l  ra--n-3q[n1/2V + n3J23f + &I. 
Since q ,( (XM~ - a + 2) r2(1 + V), one now sees that 
J > ~*a-~-?&[$ - (1 + V){nl’*% + nV + n3/2X}] 
- ~~-~-l(2 - a)(1 + W){nl’*+? + n3/2X + M}. 
Using (C,b), we get 
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Take h, also larger than / 2 - OL I. Then for h > &, we arrive at the result 
J >, 5 Ace-n-1. 
Putting this into (2.10) we finish the proof of Lemma 3. 
Returning to the main line of the proof, we will assume that X > max{n, &} 
so the result of Lemma 3 will be valid. Applying the three lemmas to estimate 
the right side of (2.4) one derives the following inequality, in which J(R) 
and 9(l) denote certain boundary integrals to be detailed presently: 
s Y3-a--nt?2ATa~iLU lj2 dY + 2hd(R) l-(R) 
> 2hd(l) + $(Xc1)3 jr(,) r2*-%yl ulj2 dy 
+ xa s,,R, 
rl-n{$ 11 V,W j/? + _ae21rar (j V,u 11”) dy. (2.11) 
Notice that W(R) is composed of the two spheres S(R) and S(1). The outer 
unit normal v from X’(R) is therefore given by v = I?-‘y on S(R) and by 
v = -y on S(1). 
The terms X(p) for p = R and p = 1 have the form 
+ (W lS(,, ra-*-nd~&kt~t)lI w il2 da. 
The next objectives are an upper bound for N(R) and a lower bound for Y(1). 
Since [bJ is symmetric and positive definite 
Standard methods lead to 
Wv,blceWgc < (1 + U) 2@‘“{(Xor)2 Y +L2 + 1 v,u I”}. 
Because of (C,) one can verify that in D x r 
0 < q < XaPfyl + 97). 
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Using these remarks one concludes that 
$(R) < ~(XCU)~( 1 + %q2 -F,,,, r2a-*e2Aru II u II2 do 
+ 2(1 + +?)” s,(,, r2-ne2Ara I/ Vp lj2 da 
Recalling the definition of the “energy” E(u, R), we see that 
9(R) < 3(ha)2( 1 + 9)” R2m-1e2ARaE(u, R). (2.12) 
The argument leading to a lower bound for 9(l) in terms of E(1, u) is 
contained in the proof of the final lemma. 
LEMMA 4. There is a A1 such that ifh > max{2n, h,}, then 
Y(1) > +(l - %Y)2 eZAE(u, 1). (2.13) 
The value of h, depends on$~ on the behavior of u and V,u on D x S(1). 
Proof. By expressing 9(l) almost entirely in terms of u, one may obtain 
the inequality 
4- s s S(1) D (eJ,t~~~)” dx du 
Under (C,) and with h > 2n, Y = 1, one gets 
q 3 (ha - a! + 2)(1 - V) - n(1 + g) > 8 hLX(1 - %). 
The proofs now proceeds by separate arguments depending on the behavior 
of u on D x S(1). 
Case 1. Assume that the integral of /I u /I2 over S(1) is positive. Inequality 
(2.14) can be weakened to the form 
(2.15) 
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Under (C,) one can show that if 
x > 4 = [ 10 jS(,, II VP II2 do)1’2[js(l) II u /I2 dq-1’2 
then 
* P(1 - ??)2 js,,, II u II2 da - (1 + VI2 jscl, II V,u /I2 da 
3 4 (1 - V” jl) II v,u /I25 
From (2.15) and (2.16) it follows that 
211 
(2.16) 
This is exactly the required bound (2.13). 
Case 2. Assume that /I u lj2 vanishes identically on S(1); so u(x, y) = 0 
for all x E D, y E S(1). Considering u as a function of y for a fixed x E D, we 
now have V,u = f 1 V,u 1 v, since Y is the outer unit normal from .P(R) on 
S(1). Thus the inequality (2.14) takes the form 
But in this case, one also finds that 
~~b~p.+,~ = eAvkbktuyl = feA 1 V,u 1 v,b,pp 
on D x S(1). Thus 
JV) 3 e2V - q>’ jscl, II VP /I2 do- (2.17) 
Because u and V,u vanish in D x S(1) in this case, (2.17) is equivalent to 
which leads to (2.13) without further conditions on X. 
Having completed the proof of Lemma 4, we return to the proof of Theorem 1. 
We now require that h >, max{2n, h, , &} in order to assure the validity of 
(2.11), (2.12), and (2.13). 
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Combining these three inequalities we find that 
J J-(R) Y~-~-%T~A~~/I Lu II2 dy + 6(1 + U)z(Acz)3 R2rr+1e2ARUE(u, R) 
+ ha i(R) 
+n{+ II V,W II2 + _a II V,w I[“} dy + (1 - Q2 hore2AE(u, 1). (2.18) 
It remains only to estimate the two terms referring to w instead of u. Since 
w = u exp(&), it follows that 
/ V,w I2 = e2Ar’ I V,u I2 
and 
But the bound 
I V,w I2 = e2Ar” g, Pc@-“r,cu + Sk>‘. 
1 2(hw =-2ylcu) Ullr / < g(XaY+q + Q / v,u /* 
leads to 
il Lw 112 3 e2@{ - ~(Xar Or-v2 II u II2 + 4 II v,u II”>. 
Thus (2.18) will yield the desired inequality (2.1) once we set 
k, 2 6(1 + g)“, k, = +(g , 
k, = min (4, a} k, < (1 - %‘)2. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is finally complete. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We now apply the weighted energy inequality of Theorem 1 to the study 
of solutions of ultrahyperbolic equations. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that u belongs to 4P and satisjies 
pi ~~oIul+41’V~ui+C21V,Juj. (1.3) 
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If q!+, , $1 , and & are bounded in r, then for some positive constants k, K, and for all 
suficiently large h 
Kh3RSezARaE(u, R) > kE(u, 1) + Jr,,, r1--ne2Ara 11u /I2 dy. (3.1) 
Proof. We invoke (2.1) with 01 = 2 and h sufficiently large. Because of the 
assumption on the & , we have 
II Lu II2 d @{II 24 II2 + II v,u II2 + II ‘c7,u II”> 
for some CD. Putting this bound on II Lu /I2 into (2.1), we can obtain the inequality 
k,8X3R3e2AR%(u, R) 
>, s r(R) (8kJV - @} r1-ne2A+’ ‘/‘i u II2 dy 
+ jr,,) W2X - @> rl-ne2~@{ll V,u [I2 + [I V,U ]I”} dy + k,E(u, 1). 
If h is taken not only so large that (2.1) holds, but also so large that 
8k,X3 -@ 3 1, and 2k,X - Q> > 0, 
then we get the inequality (3.1) claimed by Theorem 2. 
The crucial observation about (3.1) is that the right side is a nonnegative 
increasing function of R. From (3.1) one is led to the following results. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose u E @ and u satisfies (1.3). Assume L satisfies Condition C 
and the & are bounded in l7 Then 
(i) if II has bounded support, then u = 0; 
(ii) E(u, R) cannot decay arbitrarily fast, unless u = 0; 
(iii) there are positive constants K and p, such that for R > 1 
E(u, R) > Ke-DRaE(u, 1). 
Proof. (i) Suppose that the support of u is contained in some D x r(R). 
Then E(u, RR) will be zero. From (3.1) it follows that [I u I( = 0 in r(R), and thus 
that the support of u is empty. 
(ii) Suppose E(u, R) is o(e-PA’) for all p > 0. Then (3.1) forces /I u II 
to vanish in all F(R). 
(iii) This follows immediately from (3.1). 
In the proof of Theorem 2, one should notice that the validity of (3.1) for 
any given value of R requires only that the & be bounded in D x r(R) and that u 
505!23/2-3 
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solve (1.3) in D x I’(R) and vanish on (aD) x r(R). This remark allows us 
to treat the question of uniqueness for a mixed boundary value problem. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose L satisfies Condition C, and the +i are bounded in I’(R). 
Then there is at most one solution of the problem 
Lu = f (x, Y, u, Qzu, Q,u) in D x F(R); 
u is specified on (aD) x P, 
u and u, = rlyku,,, are specified on D x S(R). (3.2) 
Proof. Suppose u and v are both solutions. Set U = u - v. Then the 
Lipschitz condition on f forces U to satisfy the inequality 
Clearly U = 0 on (aD) x r. Also, it is easy to verify that E( U, R) = 0. Thus 
by Theorem 2, it follows that U = 0 in D x F(R). 
These results can be extended and sharpened by considering various possible 
growth conditions on the &(JJ). We discuss rather informally the case 
I Mr)l G @rO, I +i(Y)l G YrY, i = 1,2, 
where -i < /3, y < co. Now if u solves (1.3), we can conclude that 
11 Lu lj2 < 3Q2r28 II u \I2 + 3Y2r2y([j Q,u ]I2 + II V,u II”}. 
If u both solves (1.3) and belongs to class @, then we can invoke Theorem 1 
to get 
k,,()t~l)~ R2ar-1e2AW(u, r) 
> s I-(R) 
{k1(Xo1)3 - 3@2r4+2e-3a} r2w--n-1e2h7~ I] u II2 dy 
+ J’,(R,{k2Aa - 3Y2r2+2+-a)r1--ne2A2EL 1) Vu [I2 dy + k,E(u, 1) (3.3) 
for (Y > 1 and X sufficiently large. Now we pick 01 = max{&(4 + 2/z?), 2 + 2~) > l- 
The effect is to make the powers of r in the curly brackets, {**-}, in (3.3) non- 
positive. Thus we can pick h so large that (3.3) holds and that 
k,A3 - 3@2 > 1, and k,X - 3Y2 > 0. 
For all such large h, (3.3) yields 
k,,(Xor)s R 2a - lezARaE(u, R) 2 k,E(u, 1) + Jrcti r2u-1--ne2Ara 11 u II2 dy. 
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This is the analog of Theorem 2 and the results analogous to those in Theorem 3 
can be easily recognized. 
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